


Mission 

IISC catalyzes the will and skill of the 

diverse public to create social justice and 

sustainability. We do this with people in 

communities, organizations, and movements 

through training, facilitation, network 

building, and public engagement. IISC 

brings our commitment to equity, love and 

trust to all of our work. 



Collaborative Change Lens

Power Networks

Love 



Networks are life.





Seth Godin

“Value is created when 
people are connected 
and trust what’s going 
on.”

“Your generosity is 
more important than 
your perfection.”



Marina Gorbis

“The future lies in micro 
contributions by large 
networks of people creating 
value on a scale previously 
unthinkable, bringing 
sociability and social 
connectivity back into our 
economic transactions.”



“We are caught 
in an inescapable 
network of 
mutuality, tied in 
a single garment 
of destiny.” 

- Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.







A New England  Food Vision 

Conversations For Healthy Food 

and Thriving Communities







Stages of Truth

1. It is ridiculed.

2. It is violently opposed.

3. It is accepted as being self-

evident..



Interdependent
Problems &
Solutions
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FSNE: Network Team



Network Outcomes

Connectivity

Alignment

Action



Clarity and AlignmentWhat’s your story?



Clarity and Alignment



Framework for Change



We have to talk.

Committing to Racial Equity



% Poverty By New England State and Race 
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Protecting Food Sovereignty 



I am the Senator.



Privilege





Unconscious Neural Networks





Levels of Systemic Oppression
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Addressing the Levels

MICRO 
LEVEL

MACRO 
LEVEL

INTERNALIZED

INSTITUTIONAL

INTERPERSONAL

STRUCTURAL

• Mentoring
• Support groups, mono-racial, 

gender, identity group caucuses
• “Healing” programs
• Counseling

• Diversity trainings-prejudice reduction 
and cultural competency

• Cross-/inter-identity group dialogues
• Diverse dinners and community 

events

• Changing policy (laws, etc.)
• Challenging discriminatory and 

exclusionary practices
• Demanding inclusive power, decision 

making, resource sharing
• Creating new equitable institutions 

and practices

• Highlighting history, root causes, 
cumulative impacts

• Challenging common stereotypes, 
biases cultural/media images

• Exposing myths; explaining justice
• Advancing socially conscious remedies
• Promoting values of equity, inclusion, 

access and dignity for all 

Source: Race Forward



21 Day Racial Equity Habit Building
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Marilyn Moore Karin Spiller Julius Kolawole

FSNE Ambassadors:
Who Participates Matters



Building Power
Racial equity impact assessments



Ripples through the Region



50% of food consumed in

NE produced in NE by 2040
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Big Democracy





• Stay awake … to privilege, 
power, disparities

• Reach out, keep reaching out

• Experiment, be open to failing 
and learning

• Expect change and evolution

• Look to the periphery



“In short, a just and democratic food 
system is not simply the end goal. 
Rather, it is also a strategic means to 
challenging the structures that 
impede the possibility of a just life 
for all peoples in all domains of life. 
Only when the agenda and work of 
the broad-based food movement 
narrative upholds a narrative that 
takes into account wealth, 
race/ethnicity, and gender, can the 
struggle that low-income 
communities, communities of color, 
and women face with regard to the 
food system be connected to the 
struggles they face elsewhere—
including labor, employment, health, 
housing, the school-to-prison 
pipeline, and police violence.”



cogden@interactioninstitute.org
@curtisogden

www.interactioninstitute.org/blog


